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Today’s existing solution utilizes drop leading arrow drippers 

or spikes, leading water to the container

This is good, 

but we want excellent!
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Uneven wetting of the substrate

Two arrows per container pot

One high flow spike per container 

causes channeling and uneven wetting 

of the substrate. 

The roots are growing concentrated into one side that has the dripper.

More water outlets result in better root development

Four arrows per container

Multiple drippers (4) brings much better 

water and, therefore, roots distribution



Water tends to flow on the spike or the arrow dripper.

Water disconnects from the spike only at the end of the 

spike which causes a dry upper layer.
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Dry upper layer

Blueberry have a very 

shallow root system, so dry 

upper layer can a serious 

problem. That’s getting even 

more critical during plant 

establishment phases.

Bryla & Strik (2006)
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When you have only few outlets per container, if one clogs 

the plants will immediately start to suffer stress so there is 

very little tolerance for clogging

One of the world’s biggest trend is organic berries that can 

bring higher income, but organic fertilizer have more 

insoluble and can cause clogging

Clogging
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Installation and operation
Positioning water outlets 

correctly is highly dependent 

on human skills

If containers are moved 

around or in new installations 

arrow dripper brings more 

complexity and is time 

consuming
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So...what is NetBow™?

Value Proposition
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NetBow™ is a patented real multi-outlet 

dripper, developed exclusively for container 

irrigation, that ensures absolutely uniform 

distribution of water and nutrients.

NetBow™
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The main benefits of NetBow™

High clogging resistance

Uniform water distribution 

(top to bottom with no blind spots)

User-friendly device that 

simplifies installation and operation
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Water distribution

NetBow™ is placed on the 

substrate surface so it ensures 

100% uniform coverage of your 

substrate from top to bottom with 

no "blind spots". And might 

minimizes drainage.
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Water distribution

With NetBow™
Before NetBow™
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Optimal root zone development

With NetBow™, roots develop in every square inch 

of the container including the top layer, where root 

development is critical, ensuring your crops reach 

their full growth potential.
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High clogging 

resistance

NetBow™ features 8 of Netafim’s 

high clogging-resistant drippers 

to ensure uniform water 

distribution with a lower risk of 

clogging.
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NetBow™ is quick and easy to install, 
saving labor and time.

NetBow™ is simple to install and collect 
with little room for human errors

Simplicity and User 

friendly

Fast installation

Easy operation 

Always in place 
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Intensive irrigation

Growing blueberries in soilless media requires 

intensive, accurate pulse irrigation. 

To do so, a CNL hub dripper is required.

NetBow™ can be connected to a Netafim CNL hub 

dripper so you can irrigate large areas uniformly, 

even with short cycles and pulse irrigation.

Versatile connections to diverse hub 
drippers: PCJ online, PC online 
or UniRam™
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Bottom line
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Superb water distribution

High clogging resistance

User-friendly – “idiot proof”

Better ROI (maximize profit)

Maintains uniform growing

Optimal root zone

Less diseases

Reduced labor



Thank You
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